
 

PRODUCT BRIEF

You have a small IT team, but there is nothing small about the issues you deal with. IT emergencies 

occur, often with no warning, leaving you constantly in reactive mode, trying to put out the latest IT fire. 

Splunk Light provides the analytics you need to quickly put out—and even prevent—those fires.

Splunk Light gathers all of your log data from different and distributed systems in real time, puts it 

in one place and provides dynamic alerts, reports and dashboards. With a powerful search language, 

Splunk Light enables real-time machine data analysis and issue resolution, and doesn’t require a  

data scientist or months of development work to solve your problems.

Why Splunk Light? Built on Splunk’s proven technology, Splunk Light is a single solution that 
provides key features that you won’t find in other individual tools for log search and analysis—or even 
if you pieced together multiple point tools.

• Comprehensive log search and 
analysis built on proven Splunk 
technology 

• Centrally correlate, report and alert 
on all of your log data in real-time

• Designed for small IT environments 
with cloud service and software 
options

• Free up to 500MB per day

• Easy upgrade to Splunk Cloud or 
Splunk Enterprise 

SPLUNK® LIGHT
Log search and analysis for small IT environments
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FREE SPLUNK. You have IT problems that Splunk Light can solve—so what are you waiting for? Try Splunk Light  
as a cloud service trial or free download. 
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One solution. All of your log data. 

Splunk Light gathers and correlates machine data 

from virtually any location, format or source—from 

packaged and custom applications to web servers to 

networks. It provides you a single place to view and 

analyze all of your log data.

Take it up a level—sophisticated data analysis

Splunk Lights uses the Splunk Search Processing 

Language (SPL™), which enables you to easily correlate 

events and detect patterns across multiple data sources 

to reveal new insights. With SPL you can easily  

search across all of your log files using specific terms 

or expressions, as well as powerful statistical  

and reporting commands.

See it all with reports and dashboards 

Look across all of your systems from a single dashboard 

and continuously analyze from your desktop. Drill 

down from any chart to the underlying raw events  

or to another dashboard, form, view or external 

website. Build and edit dashboards through a simple 

drag-and-drop interface. 

 
Proactive (not reactive) monitoring and alerting

Create alerts across your entire IT infrastructure and solve 

IT problems before they happen. Alerts can automatically 

trigger actions, including sending automated emails, 

executing remediation scripts or posting to RSS feeds, 

all based on a variety of thresholds, trend-based 

conditions and complex patterns. 

 Get the power of Splunk in 10 minutes. That’s right. 10 minutes. 

You can buy and start using Splunk Light in mere minutes without any system configuration (and cloud 

service users don’t even need a system). An introductory tutorial and tools help you start collecting all of your 

distributed data immediately. And as your business and IT needs grow, Splunk products will grow with you.

http://splunk.force.com/SplunkCloud?prdType=SplunkLightCloud
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